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HIGHLIGHTS OF MONTH
We have launched New website of our college.
link: www.rofelpharmacy.ac.in
Visit and explore the new layout.
For Information : info@rofelpharmacy.ac.in
For Administrative Office :admin@rofelpharmacy.ac.in
For Admission Enquiry : admission@rofelpharmacy.ac.in
To Contact Principal : principal@rofelpharmacy.ac.in

Team Members:
Dr. Hitesh Dalvadi, Professor
Dr.Komal Parmar, Associate Professor
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"If your actions inspire
others to dream more,
learn more, do more and
become more, you are a
leader"

Feedback from our New
students at ROFEL
Campus.
"HOW YOU FEEL AT ROFEL CAMPUS"

I am Niyati A.Pawar
B.Pharm Sem-1
I am a student of Rofel Shri G.M Bilakhia College of
Pharmacy,Vapi . I am very greatful here to share the feedback
about my college. My all-inclusive experience till now is
astounding with very good facilities and other arrangements
done for the students along with the teaching skills. I have
perosnally found a healthy and postive surrounding with the
teachers who are thoroughly supportive regarding
every
aspect.They motivate us and give us the push we need to get the
best out of ourselves.The individual attention paid to each
student is hard to get at any other colleges.
Thank you .

Hello , I'm Tiwari Shraddha from B.Pharm Sem 1 . With the advent of
pharmaceutical sciences and its augmentation, ROFEL has led me to a
whole new experience with education and learning. I can always count
on the positive network of our faculties alongside the library book
facility and laboratory practicals for clear reference. The atmosphere
is discreet and encouraging. It has been a great opportunity to
outgrow here. I look forward to further outgrowth in the following
years.

I am glad to have taken admission in B Pharm in Rofel Shri G M
Bilakhia college of Pharmacy. (We are extremely lucky that the
classes had been started offline from the first day, When the cases
started increasing back then, the college took more precautions,
And all professors supported hybrid mode )Its fun to perform
practicals, trust me when I say this. The professors and staff are very
friendly & supportive. We have a number of books and journals in
the library to dive into, and a nice botanical garden. Library &
Botanical garden are my personal favourite in the college. I had
personally dived into the library many times, there are a lot of book
you can read other than the syllabus of main course, which may
interest you. And Botanical garden which have a number of
medicinal and ornamental plants to observe all day (if you are an
autistic like me, you can ). The second most loved is the Practical
hours of the college.
Where you learn a lot of new things, and which give you a pleasure
of knowing and doing something :)
-Nikhil (B.Pharm Sem -1)
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Hello I am Srushti (B.Pharm Sem-1).
I like the environment of college, all
the professors are very hard working
and put great efforts for us... Library
is very useful and I really like the
college... 😇
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Feedback From our ROFEL
Alumni
"LETS REWIND BACK TOGETHER"

It’s great to be back here. I can see the drastic change in
infrastructure of college, definitely the positive growth.
Thanks to ROFEL for such a huge contribution in my
career development. Alumni association would benefit for
new talent.
Always good to be back here. ROFEL is a well growing college
Mr. Falgun Shah (B.Pharm- 2002)
Currently working atMercu Research,
West Point, PA,USA

as I know. The management and teaching staff has very
positive thinking for new ideas and culture development. I
am glad that I have completed my graduation from this
college. Good luck and best wishes.
Nakul Patel
(B.Pharm 2003)
Currently workingManager, Zydus Healthcare Ltd.
Ahmedabad.

It is a great privilege to me to say about my college ROFEL Shri G.M Bilkahia
College of Pharmacy and Department of Pharmaceutics. I think I have made
a best choice to join this department of this college. Those six years were
phenomenal. The HOD, teaching and non-teaching staff were stupendous. I
learnt a lot from curriculum as well as from different industrial visit we leart
more about practical knowledge. I feel proud that I am a student of such an
esteemed institution which focuses only on student career and well-being.
I am very happy to be a part of ROFEL from 2011-2017. My
Jitendra Jaiswal
journey during college was really splendid and all credit goes to
B.Pharm(2014) & M.Pharm (2016)
ROFEL Shri G.M Bilakhia College of Pharmacy. With my 6 years

(UG & PG) of stay here I would honestly say that if you want to
discover your potential , there is no better place than ROFEL. The
dynamic management and professors put their trust on students
and help them to reach new heights. That is how I came out with
multiple placements on hand which includes my dream job.Our
college also helps us to learn all soft skill training, other extra
curricular activities and also industrial training. On the whole
ROFEL pages of my life diary stands evergreen and my
relationship with this place remain forever. Wholehearted thanks
for everything ROFEL.

Attending college for the first time made me tense but it was great
experience for me. The way in which I have grown up, mature, and found
out who really I am, is something that I couldn’t accomplish without
going to ROFEL. ROFEL college of Pharmacy is much beyond just an
“institution’. It actually donates a “culture’. Culture of excellence,
empowerment and enrichment. Being a part of ROFEL, I felt blessed. My
heartily thanks to all the professors, Principal and staff members in our
institute who have helped me in my entire journey of college. The
various co-curricular activities have build confidence and leadership
qualities in me which will be helpful for me throughout my life.

Ms. Velenti Chauhan
(B.Pharm 2015) & (M.Pharm 2017)

Ms. Dimple Jain
(B.Pharm- 2019)
(M.Pharm- 2021)
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After Diwali Vacation,
student have resumed
their classes from 22
November ,followed by
GTU exam of B.Pharm
Sem 7.
Our student Zil Patel
(B.Pharm Sem-1) spending
her diwali vacation in a
creative way.

Pharma Talks

